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Animation London and 3d animation

Thanks to companies like Ardman animation that brought us the likes of angry kid and Wallace and
Gromit there are more and more animated movies. It is thanks to these types of studios that you will
see more and more animation London and 3D animation London. This article is aimed at exploring
the different types of animated films that are currently out there. The article will then conclude by
informing you on where you can find more information on 3D animation London.

Different types of animated films and animated London

As mentioned previously there are many different types of animated films and this is why you will
start to see more animation London. Some examples of the different types of films that are currently
out include:

Toy story 3 â€“ not animation London but Disney Pixarâ€™s latest instalment, there animated films are so
popular they seem to make a new one each and every year.

Happy feet 2 â€“ again this shows the popularity of animated films as this is the second instalment of
this franchise.

Scared shreekless â€“ again this franchise is so popular that they have made 3 full length films and 3
short films, in addition to this a side character is so popular that they have given him a full length
film, and he goes by the name puss in boots.

As you can see we have only just scratched the surface of the different types of animated films that
are currently out there on the market and this is why you will start to see more and more animation
London. If you would still like more information on the wonderful world of animation then this can be
found by entering the keywords animation London. The search will allow you to search through a
vast array of websites that can aid and assist you in your quest to find the best possible companies
offering animation London. Be sure to take as much time as possible with your search as this is the
best way to ensure that you have made the right choice.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
At lumierestudios.co.uk we have the most fantastic a animation London studios in the area which
will really bring caricatures to life! Our a 3D animation London is considered highly desirable due to
its calibre.
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